Millennials Learn But Don’t Stay! Generation Xers Stay But Don’t Learn!
The dual-pronged challenge of organisational learning. The growth mindset kids that
sponge-learn only stay with you for a couple of years before taking their newly minted
competencies elsewhere. The fixed mindset oldies resist learning opportunities with the core of
their being but stick around like a bad smell. What is a Chief Learning Officer supposed to do?
Let’s be clear. There is far more going on in the above than a growth v fixed mindset split. This
talk explores and explains reasons for older employees resisting learning opportunities beyond
the slightly absurd argument that they suddenly developed a fixed mindset when they turned 35.
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Impression Management: why it might be dangerous for older employees to learn
Organisational Complexity: what older employees have informally learned
Content Delivery Myths: why older employees might disengage with learning

The talk will conclude with some ideas to deepen learning across the entire employee base.
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